CUSTOMER SERVICE

Be different
What we do?

- We break the system
- We are available on line
- We develop new products
- We bring equal opportunities to everyone
- We develop infrastructure
Breaking the system

- Teacher’s voice is important
- Rate of profitability
- Approbation
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Being online

- Webinars for teachers
- Promo videos
- Interactive school for a creative teacher
- Teaching seminars
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New products

- Softcover textbooks
- New format
- Test copybooks
- Copybooks with tracing paper
Equal opportunities

- Literature for children with special needs
- Children literature support
- Cooperation with kindergartens and schools
Infrastructure

- RANOK
  Own school
- Ranok-Post
- Textbooks delivery
Contact details

Viktor Kruglov

Tel: +38-067-577-06-34
E-mail: viktor.kruglov@ranok.com.ua

We are open to mutual cooperation!